Irish Settlement; name applied to the region lying between Bath and Weaversville that was settled by a colony of Scotch-Irish under the leadership of Thomas Craig about 1728. The settlement of Scotch-Irish in northeast part of county also given same name at times. See Upper Mount Bethel Township.

Iron Hill; said to have been named because of iron ore being found there although so far as known no iron was ever mined. Was earlier called Grubs Berg by the early settlers. Is now part of Bethlehem. Was a post office in 1860. More recently another hill lying to the southeast has been called Grubsgberg. See Flint Hill.

Ironville; a small settlement in the eastern part of Lower Saucon Township. Named because of the iron mines in the vicinity. More commonly called Wassergass, which see.

Island Park; see Smith Island.

Jacksonville; probably named for the Jackson family.

Jacobusburg; for Jacob Hunter who settled there about 1740.

Jacoby Creek (also called Jacobus and Cobus Creek); named for Jacobus Decker, a Hollander who resided on the opposite side of the Delaware River in New Jersey. At one time it was called Hunter's Creek in honor of William Hunter, the founder of Hunter's Settlement. Has also been called Campbell's Creek for Alexander Campbell who owned property through which the stream flows.

Johnson's Swamp; family name.

Johnsonville; for Gilbert Johnson, its founder. Was formerly known as Roxburg from the Roxburg Hotel, the name chosen by owner (Rocksburg). The post office was called Kantatinchunck (see Kittatinny) in 1850 and in Boston in 1860.

Jones's Mill; a name appearing on the Scull 1759 map. Located on Bushkill (Lebichten) Creek near present settlement of Walters.

Kantatinchunck; see Johnsonville.

Katellen; village named for Kate Ellen Brodhead whose father was instrumental in building the railroad through the region.

Keifers (Keefers) Island; named for the Keifer family.

Keplerville; a small group of buildings in eastern part of Plainfield Township named for Peter Kepler who kept a store and tavern.

Kernsville; a name sometimes applied to Petersville in honor of Nicholas Kern.

Kessler (Keslers); named because of a hotel at this place operated by J. G. P. Kessler.

Kirchberg; named because of church (kirche) built on the hill.

Kithanne; see Delaware River.

Kittatinny (Blue) Mountain, Kittatinny Valley; a corruption of the Indian name "Kantatinchunck," meaning "the main or principal mountain." Also said to have been derived from the Indian term "Kokachtuanum" meaning "endless mountains."

Klecknersville; for a Mr. Kleckner who ran a store there.

Kleinhaus' Run; family name. See Trya Run.

Knechts; for the Knecht family, early residents.

Kohlberg (Coal Hill); named because of the large amount of charcoal made there for the Durham Iron Works. In 1797 called "Spring Hill."

Kreidersville; named for Conrad Kreider, a native of Switzerland who early settled here, kept a tavern as early as 1774, and laid out the village in 1803.

Kuntzsford; see Treichlers.

Lafever (Lefebre); see Tatamy.

Latwer Strasse; see Applebutter Street.

Laubachsville, see Northampton.